
Pitching. Elevator pitch. 
Career story telling. 
Presentation of team 
homework and feedback
Day 2



Program (day 2)

 Presenting/pitching business ideas? (1 hour session)

 10 minutes per team (6 teams)

 3-4 minutes pitch by the team

 3-4 minutes Q&A and feedback from peers

 2-4 minutes Q&A from the mentor

 What is pitching? (30 мин)

 Going back to the planning again: how to do it? (30 min)

 Career story. Why is storytelling important? From story to fortune-telling? (2 
hours)

 Persona and use cases for your business



Pitching ideas



Pitching?



Pitching?



Pitching!



(business) pitching is…

… targeted (to specific stakeholder) complex activity, 

 including communicating a narrative (story) of 

 solving a particular problem (meeting a demand) of 

 a well-defined consumer, 

 aiming to engage, sell or induce investment or business 
partnership



How to prepare a good pitch

 Engage, engage, engage… 

 Take the audience to a journey…

 … but don’t go too far (too long)

 Tell them a story that exemplifies your value proposition

 Practice the speech and plan improvisations

 Don’t forget jokes – humor wins your date but also your counterparts

 Know your audience in advance

 Tell them not just about the product but also about you and the team
behind it – diverse and committed



iPod pitch 2001



Elevator pitch?  

 Rosenzweig tells that Caruso (both journalists at Vanity Fair) was pitching his 
ideas to the editor-in-chief in the elevator (as that was the only time the 
editor was available to listen to him)

 Philip Crosby (businessman and author) tells that everyone should have a 
prepared speech to sell himself/herself to the superiors while accidentally 
meeting them in the elevator

 First two sentences are deal-breakers

 30 seconds to 2 minutes 

 Major goal: get your listener interested to hear you and invite you to meet 
for a longer discussion. 



Going back to planning again?



How to plan? 

 Usually we have the structure of the business plan, all empty boxes to fill 
(cavas), elements as SWOT…  but how to move from A to Z?

 Consider business planning as a project and manage it as such



Who will read your BP?
Don’t forget - BP is a communication tool 

 A bank to give you a loan? 

 An investor? At which stage of funding? 

 A jury for a start-up competition? 

 A co-founder? 

 Security and Stock Exchange Commission for your listing? 

 A business partner, who wants to judge how reliable you are in terms of a 
reliable and quality supplier? 

 You and your colleagues as you are doing it for internal purposes? 

The way you prepare, structure and present your BP depends on that… 



Business Customer planning

 Businesses deliver value to customers, so you have to plan your customers

 Remember – we are all in the market of story-telling, sometimes even 
fortune-telling

 So you have to coherently link 

 the career stories of the start-up team, 

 the value creation story and 

 the customer story of using your product and services. 

 In this context, the business plan is influenced heavily by the marketing plan

 Often the marketing will not be a follow-up of but rather would pull-up the 
product development



Career story – personal business plan? 

 Career story is a narrative that builds on and connects your own past and 
current experiences and competencies with what is needed to be 
recruited to your next job.

 One plot can bundle several stories and each story could serve multiple 
purposes in communicating you attitudes, capabilities and social capital. 

 Your career story is a living document and should be updated regularly. 

 Career stories of start-up founders are often key to investment decisions –
not solely the technical business idea currently being pitched.

 The desired future also matters – always include in your story a direction
and a vision where you would see yourself in the future. 



Self-reflection time
You have 7 minutes to think and prepare a career story, which would help you 
join a start-up other than your current group. Prepare a coffee or tea in the 
meantime. We will do several interviews, where you would use your career 
stories. 



Interviews & career stories



Inside-Out: 
Let’s focus on the customer



Customer lifecycle: Customer’s overall 
relationship with the company



Customer journey: Complete set of experiences of 
the customer in its interaction with the company and/or 
brand



Persona

 Persona is a fictional character (archetype), created to represent a user type, 
based on data, which differentiate among:

 Behavioral patterns 

 Goals

 Skills

 Attitudes

 Environment

 Realistic small details.  

 Touchpoints of interaction of the persona and company

 Personas could be customers but also employees and all other stakeholders

 User requirements and use cases of the personas



Persona and fortune-telling

 Long-term scenario planning (imaginative planning)

 Back-casting to what is needed to be researched and developed now so 
one could have a path leading to a not yet existing product ahead of the 
normal horizon of planning

 Formation of blue oceans for future personas

 Digitalization and digital transformation creates a new universe of 
opportunities, including new services based on data, generated through 
the use of existing products and services and through the touchpoints.  



Workshop (start at class and continue 
as a homework)

 Develop your draft personas (what would be the key characteristics 
/archetypes)

 Describe your major touchpoints

 And draw your customer journey map

 Link those with your existing business model canvas and value proposition 
and if needed adapt what you have so far

 Identify some challenges related to sustainability and greening trends 

 (definitively as a homework): Identify your financial demands and where 
you will seek financing. How much you would be ready to “sacrifice” from 
the ownership of the company?



Thank you!


